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1. How well do climate models simulate clouds ?
   .... including in the vertical, from the tropics to the poles 

2. What is the role of fast adjustments to CO2 ?
    ... including in climate sensitivity uncertainties

3. What are the physical processes underlying cloud feedbacks ?
    ... and the spread of cloud feedbacks ?

4. How well do we understand precipitation changes ?
    ... including regional patterns

    

For each question :

Lessons from CMIP5 ? 

Science gaps ?

Implications for CMIP6 ?

Science Questions



  

Science Questions

1. How well do climate models simulate clouds ?
   .... including in the vertical, from the tropics to the poles 

2. What is the role of fast adjustments to CO2 ?
    ... including in climate sensitivity uncertainties

3. What are the physical processes underlying cloud feedbacks ?
    ... and the spread of cloud feedbacks ?

4. How well do we understand precipitation changes ?
    ... including regional patterns

    



  

CFMIP/CMIP5 recommended to use COSP



  

First evaluation of the 3D distribution of clouds

Cesana & Chepfer, GRL, 2013

Observations



  

Evaluation of the Arctic low cloud cover now possible

Cesana & Chepfer, GRL, 2013

Observations



  

 

Clouds have improved in CMIP5 models compared to those
in CFMIP-1 – particularly optically thick clouds:

Klein et al, JGR, 2013: Are climate model simulations of clouds improving? An evaluation using the

•   ISCCP simulator. 



  

CMIP5 Multimodel Mean SST error

Courtesy
Bjorn Stevens (MPI)

“For example, a typical systematic error is warmer-than-observed sea surface 
temperatures off the west coasts of subtropical continents” (Meehl et al., 1997)

Systematic biases have proven resilient 



  

CMIP5 Multimodel Mean SST error

Courtesy
Bjorn Stevens (MPI)

Biases in clouds likely contribute to some of them...

Systematic biases have proven resilient 



  

CMIP5 Multimodel Mean SST error

Biases in clouds likely contribute to some of them...

The 'too few, too bright'
 low-level cloud problem
(e.g. Nam et al. 2012)

Systematic biases have proven resilient 



  

CMIP5 Multimodel Mean SST error

Biases in clouds likely contribute to some of them...

Over-estimate of
absorbed SW radiation

primarily due to mid-level
topped ISCCP cloud regime
(e.g. Bodas-Salcedo et al.,

submitted)

cloud regimes
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Systematic biases have proven resilient 



  

120 selected locations, half-hourly, detailed cloud diagnostics 

GPCI
AMMA

VOCALS

Oklahoma

Barrow

TOGA-COARE

ASTEX

GATE

SHEBA

SIRTA
Chibolto
n

Tibet

RICO

Darwin

x 119
Dome C

● ARM, CEOP, CloudNet instrumented sites
● GPCI / Tropical West & South East Pacific / AMMA transects
● Field experiments / GCSS case studies
● Locations of large inter-model spread of cloud feedbacks (CMIP3)

CFMIP/GASS/CMIP5 recommended high-freq process outputs (cfSites)



  

AMMA

x 119

e.g. Diurnal cycle of clouds
       over the Sahel (Niamey)

CFMIP/GASS/CMIP5 recommended high-freq process outputs (cfSites)

Bouniol et al. 2013, Roehrig et al. 2013



  

Lessons and Implications for CMIP6

CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) outputs were very useful  

- many papers already, and it is just the beginning

- turned out to be very useful for the analysis of cloud feedbacks as well 

- facilitates model development  

However :

- only a subset of centers (~ 10) submitted COSP outputs to CMIP5

- the implementation of the simulator was wrong in some models

- the link between present-day biases and climate change behavior remains tentative

- cfSites outputs useful but arrived very late and provided by only a few models (~4)

Implications (non exhaustive) :

- keep recommending the use of COSP in some simulations (e.g. 20C, AMIP) 

- improve and update the COSP simulator

          (computational efficiency, more capabilities such as cloud phase diagnostics)

- provide quality checks



  

Science Questions

1. How well do climate models simulate clouds ?
   .... including in the vertical, from the tropics to the poles 

2. What is the role of fast adjustments to CO2 ?
    ... including in climate sensitivity uncertainties

3. What are the physical processes underlying cloud feedbacks ?
    ... and the spread of cloud feedbacks ?

4. How well do we understand precipitation changes ?
    ... including regional patterns

    



ECS range from CMIP5 models : 2 K – 4.5 K

Andrews et al., GRL, 2012

The spread of Climate Sensitivity estimates has not narrowed in CMIP5



  

● Part of the climate response to increased CO2 is:

– not mediated by global surface temperature changes

– fast (days to months)

   
● Referred to as rapid adjustments (e.g. Gregory and Webb 2008)

● Rapid adjustments diagnosed and analyzed based on a suite of idealized CMIP5/CFMIP2 experiments 

Kamae & Watanabe, Clim. Dyn, 2012

Fast adjustments to increased CO2



Spread of Climate Sensitivity primarily due to the spread of cloud feedbacks

Cloud adjustments constitute a significant source of uncertainty for radiative forcing estimates

(see also Forster et al. 2013)

Planck
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WV+LR

sfc alb

cloudspoles
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Multi-Model Mean Inter-Model Spread

cloud
feedbacks
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ML

poles

(effective) radiative forcing

cloud
adjustments

Vial et al., Clim. Dyn, 2013

Decomposition of CMIP5 climate sensitivity estimates



  

AQUA

RCP8.5
end 21C

RCP8.5
end 21C

4xCO2 fixedSST
(AMIP, sstClim)

4xCO2 fixed SST
(AMIP, sstClim)

Abrupt 4xCO2
(OAGCM)

Abrupt 4xCO2
(OAGCM)

- Direct effect of CO2 on the strength of large-scale vertical motions in the atmosphere

- Even in the absence of surface temperature changes and land-sea contrasts

- Significant fraction of long-term changes, especially in convective regions

Bony et al., NGS, 2013

CMIP5 models also predict fast adjustments of the atmospheric 
circulation to increased CO2



  

Lessons and Implications for CMIP6

CMIP5 models predict significant climate adjustments to CO2

- idealized CMIP5/CFMIP2 experiments useful

- cloud adjustments constitute a significant source of spread of radiative forcing estimates

- strong contributors to circulation changes and hydrological sensitivity

 
● However :

- fast adjustments in coupled simulations need to be assessed more rigorously

- assessment of the 20C radiative forcing difficult 

- inter-model differences in radiation codes found to contribute to adjustment differences

Implications (non-exhaustive) :

- include an idealized abrupt +3 % solar constant change OAGCM simulation

- request process diagnostic outputs from a subset of coupled simulations as well

- explore new ways of diagnosing 20C RF (e.g. using AMIP,  Andrews, submitted)

- promote inter-comparisons of radiation codes (GEWEX/GASS)



  

Science Questions

1. How well do climate models simulate clouds ?
   .... including in the vertical, from the tropics to the poles 

2. What is the role of fast adjustments to CO2 ?
    ... including in climate sensitivity uncertainties

3. What are the physical processes underlying cloud feedbacks ?
    ... and the spread of cloud feedbacks ?

4. How well do we understand precipitation changes ?
    ... including regional patterns

    



  

CMIP5 cloud feedbacks analyzed in terms of cloud types & processes

Zelinka et al., J. Climate, 2013

- Positive cloud feedback 

- Primarily arises from low-level and
  high-level cloud feedbacks

- Spread primarily arises from 
  low-level cloud feedbacks

(using COSP simulator outputs)



  

Cloud feedback mechanisms

 Idealized experiments using
Large-Eddy Simulation models 

(LES)

An area of intense investigation, using a large spectrum of models (SCMs, GCMs, CRMs, LES)

Key physical mechanisms highlighted (including in CMIP5 models), such as :

Fixed Anvil Temperature hypothesis (deep convective clouds, positive feedback)
(Hartmann and Larson 2002 ; Kuang and Hartmann 2007 ; Zelinka et al. 2010)

Cloud optical depth – temperature feedback (mid and high latitude negative feedback)
(Sommerville and Remer 1984 ; Gordon, Klein et al. 2013)

        Shallow convective mixing (low-level clouds, positive feedback, dependence on model physics)
        (Rieck et al. 2012 ; Sherwood et al. submitted ; Bretherton et al. submitted)

Partly explain the sign & spread of CMIP5 cloud feedbacks

Rieck et al., JAS, 2012



  

Lessons and Implications for CMIP6

CFMIP2/CMIP5 experiments and outputs have been very useful

- to interpret cloud feedbacks in terms of physical processes

- to assess the robustness of feedback mechanisms (spectrum of models & config)

- to compare GCMs with high-resolution CRMs/LES models 

 

However :

- COSP outputs, process outputs and some idealized experiments (e.g. aqua-planet)

  provided only by a limited number of models (6 to 10)

- link between present-day cloud biases / cloud feedbacks ? still tentative...

Implications (non-exhaustive) :

- encourage a fuller implementation of CFMIP2/CMIP5 experiments and outputs

- promote simple idealized experiments (e.g. aqua-planets) for comparison with

  global CRMs, super-parameterizations, etc (missing processes?)



  

Science Questions

1. How well do climate models simulate clouds ?
   .... including in the vertical, from the tropics to the poles 

2. What is the role of fast adjustments to CO2 ?
    ... including in climate sensitivity uncertainties

3. What are the physical processes underlying cloud feedbacks ?
    ... and the spread of cloud feedbacks ?

4. How well do we understand precipitation changes ?
    ... including regional patterns

    



  

Knutti and Sedlacek, Nat. Clim. Change, 2012

CMIP5 CMIP3

Regional pattern of precipitation projections : 
robustness and uncertainties



  

Regional pattern of precipitation projections : 
for a given model : little difference between scenarios

(Giorgetta et al., JAMES, 2013)

Example of the MPI-ESM-LR GCM

But more differences across models



  

Progress in the interpretation of robust regional patterns

 

+

=

Total

Thermodynamical

Dynamical

Tropical precipitation projections (RCP 8.5)

Xie et al., J. Climate, 2010 ; Bony et al., NGS, 2013 ; Chadwick et al., J. Climate, 2013 ; etc 



  

Inter-model differences in regional precipitation changes
primarily associated with different circulation responses

Bony et al., NGS, 2013 



                                                                Stevens and Bony, Science, 2013

Uncertainties in cloud and precipitation responses primarily
stem from the representation of water – circulation coupling

(Stevens and Bony, Science, 2013)



  

Lessons and Implications for CMIP6

Regional patterns of precipitation changes

- progress in the interpretation of robust patterns

- inter-model differences primarily due to differing circulation responses

- uncertainties primarily arise from basic physical processes

 

However :

- a lot remains to be done !

- need to understand response to individual forcings

- need to better understand circulation changes associated with different forcings

- need to better understand and represent the coupling between water and circulation

 

Implications (non-exhaustive) :

- assess the climate (and circulation) response to individual forcings

  .... and assess when and where the linearity of the response breaks down

- promote very simple, idealized experiments (e.g aqua-planet) to facilitate comparison with

  new generation of climate models (global CRMs, super-parameterizations..)



  

WCRP Grand Challenge on
Clouds, Circulation and Climate Sensitivity

One (out of 6) WCRP Grand Challenges for the next decade

Coordinated by WGCM, in close cooperation with GEWEX/GASS, SPARC, WGNE
http://www.wcrp-climate.org/index.php/gc-clouds

Articulated around five main initiatives : 

- Climate and Hydrological sensitivity

- Coupling between clouds and circulation

- Spatial patterns of climate change

- Leveraging past data (paleo & instrumental data)

- Towards more reliable climate models

Will identify critical science questions, highlight research priorities, 
    suggest implementation strategies through MIPs (e.g. CMIP, CFMIP, GASS, PMIP) 
    and other WCRP projects, will provide imput to CMIP6

 



  

Summary

CMIP5/CFMIP2 (idealised) experiments and outputs proved useful to improve our 

understanding of cloud-climate interactions.

Main limitation : the number of models that actually provided these outputs

Key challenge : coupling between atmospheric water and  circulation,

   and its role in shaping regional climate change responses. 

CMIP6 :

- promote physical understanding of inter-model differences,  idealized experiments 

  focused on science questions, focus on CMIP5 science gaps

- promote the use of satellite simulators and process diagnostics

  (will also facilitate model development)

- facilitate the coordination and synchronization of MIPs activities which, by 

          complementing the basic CMIP protocol, will help address key science questions

  such as those highlighted by the WCRP Grand Challenges. 



  



  

Grand Challenge's tint



  



  

For CMIP5, what was done ?

Monthly Monthly Daily Daily Timestep COSP Gridded 3 Hourly
CFMIP ISCCP/ CFMIP ISCCP/ cfSites Orbital Orbital COSP

CALIPSO CALIPSO Outputs CloudSat/ CloudSat/ Inputs
CALIPSO CALIPSO

amip 12 11 11 11 7 4 3 4
amip4K 10 10 10 10 6 4 3
amip4xCO2 11 12 11 11 4 4 3
amipFuture 10 10 9 10 4 2 3
aquaControl 6 7 8 7 4 1
aqua4xCO2 6 6 7 6 4 1
aqua4K 6 6 7 6 4 1
piControl 6 9 10 9
1pctCO2 4 8 9 8
abrupt4xCO2 4 8 9 8

 A fair number of groups submitted CFMIP experiments, incl. simulator and process outputs.

 Many CFMIP analyses also based on core CMIP5 experiments and outputs

Number of models with each type of data available for each experiment:



  

+ Dynamical + Dynamical

RCP 8.5, end 21C Abrupt 4xCO2, ∆Τ = 4K

Regional pattern of precipitation projections : 
multi-model mean : little difference between RCP8.5 and abrupt 4xCO2

Bony et al., NGS, 2013

Idealized experiments help interpret patterns of change in RCP scenarios



  

CFMIP-2/CMIP5 Experiment Hierarchy

Coupled
pre-
industrial
control

Atmos only 
pre-ind SST 
climatology

Coupled
1% per 
year CO2 

AMIP + 
4xCO2

AMIP
+4K SST 
pattern

AMIP          

Atmos only 
pre-ind SST
4xCO2

Atmos only 
pre-ind SST, 
present aero

AMIP 
+4K
uniform    
   

Aquaplanet
Control

Aquaplanet
4xCO2

Aquaplanet
Uniform+4K

CMIP5
Experiments 
with COSP

CFMIP2/ 
CMIP5
Experiments
with
COSP and
Process
Outputs

CGILS
Experiments
SCM & LES 

3 GPCI points
AMIP SST 

3 GPCI points
AMIP SST+2K 

Pre-
industrial

Historical/
present

CO2 forcing /
adjustments

Idealised Climate  
feedbacks 
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Abrupt 4CO2 
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historical
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